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Golden Spot Launched Low Cost Wire Mesh Welding Machine, Suitable for Precise Wire Mesh
Making

Golden Spot formally introduced to public their low cost auto wire mesh welding machine GSA-80 and
semi-auto wire mesh welding machine GSA-80M, which both are flexible for making different types and
sizes of wire mesh.

Nov. 15, 2010 - PRLog -- Golden Spot Wire Mesh Welding Machine GSA-80 is equipped with precise
Spot Welding System, which helps to adjust the up cylinder, the electrodes, and the fixture based on wire
pitch, and this system also can set the welding time and current strength for every individual spot. GSA-80
Auto wire mesh welding machine has auto wire load carriage with wire hopper, which is for loading pre-cut
wires. The system will not only automatically feed and collect wires, but also can make the perfect pull-out
wire quantity and length as your request. Furthermore, this auto welding machine is also equipped with
servo motor and gripping pliers to adjust the required pitch and to carry the welded mesh to next work
station.

The worth mentioned is the Controlling System of GSA-80 Auto wire mesh welding machine, GSA-80
adopts the man-machine interface windows based for the use of P.L.C, all the parameters and figures can be
set on the screen monitor. It’s simple to operate and easy to maintain. This welder also features space
saving, high-speed and High-productivity (0.6sec/line). Especially it is suitable for higher production with
standard mesh size. Wire shelving, Display rack, Wire Basket, Trolley, Kitchenware, Animal Cage, Storage
Rack, Material containers, Grill, and various steel wire products we can find on the markets, all can be
made by this wire mesh welding machine.

Another acclaimed low cost welding machine that Golden Spot designed is GSA-80M Semi-Auto Wire
Mesh Welding Machine. This semi-auto welding machine must be manually fed the lines wire, but it also
has an automatic hopper for cross-wires as GSA-80. Easy Operation and maintenance are GSA-80M’s main
features, besides that, it is economic and space-saving. Moreover, this welder is also capable of producing
variety of meshes. It is particularly suitable for making frames. GSA-80M’s application includes
Supermarket Shelving Divider, Storage System Rack, Wire shelving, Display rack, Wire Basket, Trolley,
Kitchenware, Animal Cage, Storage Rack, Material containers, Grill and other Steel Wire Products. 

Generally, Golden Spot’s equipment and machinery is adapted to customer-specific requirements.
Therefore, they can provide a wide variety of technical solutions to meet the different requirements in the
production of welded mesh. 

Contact information:
Golden Spot Industry Inc.
Tel: 886-4-24065040
Fax: 886-4-24061060
Address: No. 6, Alley 25, Lane 25, Kuo Chung 1st. Rd., 
Ta Li City, Taichung Hsien, Taiwan
Email: gold.spot@msa.hinet.net
Url: ttp://www.goldspot.com.tw

# # #

Golden Spot Industry, a professional manufacturer of various auto spot welding machines, was established
in 1979. We have a strict quality control in each stage of the production process from design and
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manufacturing to finish a machine are accomplished under one roof. We have excellent R&D team and
have rewarded almost 40 patent rights- proves the advanced technology. Also, certified with CE and
ISO-9001:2000 (R&D) - improves work more effectively.

--- End ---
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